
10 Horns - 1 horn comes from 10
(3 fell when 1 arose)

rash, deceitful, great power (not by
Antichrist's own strength-
Satan/Dragon gives power - Rev. 13),
terrible destruction, destroy
powerful people & holy ones,
treacherous, succeed through deceit,
arrogant attitude, destroy many who
are unaware, will rise up against
Prince of princes, will be broken
apart but not by human agency
(Dan. 2 "stone" smash)

Daniel 2 Daniel 7
"Rome" Beast with 2 rows of Iron Teeth ("Roman

Empire Divided East (Constantinople) & West
(Rome)") & Bronze Claws (Devour & Trample)

End of Age Kingdom
Feet/Toes (iron/clay)

Daniel 8
(Male Goat)  Greece

Large horn, 1st King ("Alexander the Great")
Horn Broken = 4 Weaker Kingdoms

Lysimachus
Cassander
Ptolemy
Seleucus

Alexander's 4 Generals
1.
2.
3.
4.

(Iron Legs)

Daniel 9

King of the North, will come to his
end

Daniel 11

make covenant with many for 1
week (7 years), middle of week ends
sacrifice, abomindation that causes
desolation, his end will come
speedily

at THAT time...

Daniel 12
at time of great distress... those whose
name is in Book of Life will escape... many
who sleep in dust will awake...

Revelation 11:7
BEAST from Abyss

Revelation 13
BEAST from sea 

7 Heads, 10 Horns
Like a LEOPARD, feet like
BEAR, mouth like LION,
DRAGON gives power , throne
& authority, one head LETHAL
WOUND but healed, whole
world follow & worship, rule
42 months, FALSE PROPHET
makes image, gives it life,
causes people to receive mark
& worship the Beast

Revelation 17
BEAST (was, is not, coming from abyss, is 8th
king)
7 Heads (7 mountains the  woman sits on, 7
kings - 5 fallen, 1 is, other coming (beast = 8th
king), forms 8th out of the 7, is going to
destruction)
10 Horns (10 kings that not yet received a
kingdom) receive ruling authority with beast for 
 one  hour (intent = give power to beast), make
war with LAMB
Waters ( all peoples & nations)
Woman (great city, sovereign over all kings of the
Earth)

10 Kings & Beast hate prostitute/woman
(Revelation 18:2 "Fallen is Babylon the great!")

In the days of those kings the God of heaven will raise up an everlasting kingdom that will not be destroyed and a
kingdom that will not be left to another people. It will break in pieces and bring about the demise of all these
kingdoms. But it will stand forever.  You saw that a stone was cut from a mountain, but not by human hands; it
smashed the iron, bronze, clay, silver, and gold into pieces. (Daniel 2:44-45)

Biblical Prophecy:  Future Kingdoms/Government (King will Arise)
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anything that was left trampled with its feet vs. 19

Jesus
(stone)


